After Monday’s holiday wheat opened the session mixed but quickly firmed to trade with decent
gains. Early pressure came from year end profit taking and position squaring, but the gap higher
opening in the corn and soybeans slipped over to push wheat higher. Gains were trimmed by
midsession as wheat did not see much follow through buying to help hold gains. Last week’s
winter blast was expected to have caused some winter kill in the Southern Plains, but at this point
it is impossible to measure. Technically wheat is still only trading in the middle of its trading
range and should see more support due to poor conditions of US wheat crop as well as reduced
production in Argentina and poor quality in Australia.
In Wednesday’s session wheat opened the overnight session steady higher but faded to trade with
losses for most of the overnight session. Early selling was tied to position squaring ahead of year
end as well as from the lack of follow through buying from Tuesday. Wheat was able to shake
off the early selling pressure and trade mixed once the day session got under way due to spill
over support from the higher soybean and corn market. Chicago was the best performer due to
strength in the other grains while Mpls was the weakest. Wheat is playing the follower role
looking for direction.
On Thursday wheat opened the overnight session lower and extended losses into the day. Early
selling was tied to profit taking and position squaring ahead of end of month, end of quarter, and
end of year. Talk that it might get increasingly difficult to ship grain out the Black Sea added
pressure. The reinsurers to the insurance companies that insure the shipping vessels is
discontinuing offering coverage for war risk coverage across Russia, Ukraine, and Belarus. This
will likely slow down grain movement. Argentina officials lowered their wheat production
estimate, this time dropping their estimate 300 TMT to 11.5 MMT due to reports of lowest yields
since 2010. Sovecon increased their Russian wheat production estimate 300 TMT to 101.2 MMT
while the Ag Minister is estimating production closer to 105.7 MMT.
March Mpls wheat support is at $8.95 while resistance is at $10.00.
For the week, March MW is at $9.3875 up 7.0 cents, Mar Chicago was at $7.92 up 16.0 cents,
and Mar KC was at $8.88 up 13.25 cents.
For the month, March MW was down 4.25 cents, Mar Chicago was down 3.5 cents, and Mar KC
was down 11.75 cents.
For the year, March MW was up 45.25 cents, Mar Chicago was up 20.25 cents, and Mar KC was
up 85.25 cents.
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After the Christmas holiday, corn gapped higher on the opening and pushed to major resistance
levels. Corn was the best performer of the day as it held onto all of its gains and closed near the
highs of the session. Early support came from reports Argentina had disappointing rains this
weekend. Reports that Japan was in and bought 7.5 TMT of old crop corn and 170 TMT of 2023
corn added support. Light support came from reports Dr Cordonnier lowered his production
estimates for South America. Brazil’s production estimate was reduced 500 TMT to 125 MMT
due to dry regions in southern Brazil. Argentina’s production was trimmed 2 MMT to 43 MMT.
He is also estimating Argentina’s planting progress at 52% planted vs 68% average. Gains were
kept in check late in the session from a retracement in soybeans as well as from farmer selling as
major sell targets were hit.
On Wednesday corn opened the overnight session lower but firmed to trade steady for most of
the overnight session. Trading was thin as the overnight session only had a trading range of 2
cents. Early activity was focused on the evening up of positions ahead of end of year. The lack of
new news added to the lackluster trade overnight, but once the day session kicked into gear, corn
found strength and pushed higher. Early support spilled over from the higher soybean complex
as well as from South American production concerns. Argentina remains hot and dry as the
forecasted rain shifted west. Concerns toward Brazil’s second corn crop is mounting as dry
conditions are becoming more of an issue. Light support was also due to China’s recent move to
continue to lift covid restrictions, which is a sign the country is on track to fully reopen.
Corn opened lower and hovered around the same level for most of Thursday’s session. Pressure
spilled over from the lower wheat complex while losses were kept in check by the firmer
soybean complex. Corn seems to be comfortable holding in the upper end of its trading range as
it waits to see if China returns to the corn market after the first of the year. The spike in covid

cases is setting China back on their reopening plan, but once China starts to gain ground, demand
for products is expected to surge. South American production uncertainty is adding support as
most of Argentina is expected to remain hot and dry, which will decrease production potential.
The jury is still out on the potential size of the second corn crop in Brazil as it has yet to be
planted. Profit taking and an increase in farmer selling is keeping corn from breaking into
positive territory.
Last week’s disappointing ethanol production estimate is not helping. Last week’s production
came in at 963,000 barrels, down 66,000 barrels from the previous week and the lowest
production estimate in 11 weeks. Stocks were estimated at 24.64 million, an increase of 569,000
barrels from the previous week. Gas demand did surge to a 12-week high.
For the week, March corn was at $6.785 up 12.25 cents.
For the month, March corn was up 11.5 cents.
For the year, March corn was up $1.25.

Corn March ’23
After Monday’s holiday soybeans gapped higher on the opening, rallied to post over 35 cent
gains, and then retreated to close the gap that was created on the opening bell. Early support
came from reports of disappointing weekend rains in Argentina. Reports that China continues to
reduce covid restriction is friendly as over the weekend China removed quarantine requirements
on new arrivals. Reports have soybean meal stocks in China at historically low levels, which
should result in China being an aggressive buyer of soybeans in the new year. Dr Cordonnier

released his latest production estimates for South America. Brazil’s soybean production was left
unchanged at 151 MMT. Planting progress was estimated at 80% complete. Argentina’s
soybeans production estimate was trimmed 2 MMT to 43 MMT. Planting progress is estimated
at 60% vs 79% last year. Soybean meal turned lower while soybean oil rallied. Soybean oil was
supported by reports Indonesia will be placing an export ban on palm oil Wednesday. Soybeans
were not able to hold gains once the market traded to major resistance levels which triggered
hedge selling and profit taking.
In Wednesday’s session soybeans opened higher, then added to the gains overnight and
continued to add to the gains in the day session, closing sharply higher and breaking the $15.00
barrier. Support came from forecasts that reduced rains in Argentina and further loosening of
covid restrictions in China. Traders were also watching the conditions in southern Brazil as that
area is getting drier. The new crop Nov. contract saw highs not seen since June. Rumors of China
buying added to the gains.
On Thursday soybeans gapped lower at the start of the overnight session but got back on the
positive side in the day session and closed with small gains with the front months again closing
over $15.00. Profit taking after Wednesday’s strong performance and positioning ahead of year
end limited gains. Overall, there wasn’t much news to move the market in either direction. The
market will be watching how much rain falls in Argentina over the weekend. Traders are also
watching China as demand should pick up after they get through their current surge in covid
cases.
March soybean support is at $14.35 while resistance is at $15.45.
For the week, Jan soybeans were at $15.1925 up 40.25 cents. Jan soybean meal was at $478.50
up $23.20. Jan soybean oil was at $63.81 down $2.12.
For the month, Jan soybeans were up 49.75 cents. Jan soybean meal was up $60.70. Jan soybean
oil was down $8.07.
For the year, Jan soybeans were up $2.50. Jan soybean meal was up $101.30. Jan soybean oil
was up $9.04.
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